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THE SOCIOLOGY OF POPULAR/OULTDRE: LOOKING BACKWARDS AND FORWARDS

Introduction

It the traditio

culture is treated

Roif Meyersohn

v

demic community, the student of popular

like rologers are treated,in the scien-

tific.community:. You must be ing to take that stuff seriously!

But unlike astrologers., who are clearly outside the academy. students

of popular culture remain within' it. In their quite natural qddst

for respectability they have developed the whole machinery of academic

discipline for the study of this subject matter, yet the. subject

matter of popular, culture still remains to a large extent hidden from

-view. In our search for %profound significance we fail t,see whit-

( ' Miry Doliglas has called the "-tacit, conventions."

My `generation is'Perhaps more hindered ih its treatment of

popular culture than' younger colfeagues. For those of us growing up,
4

:in the 1930's .and 1940's, popular culture liasinseparable from politics:- irk

-4 particularly the politics -of fascism; apd the study of popular Culture

'was finked with the study of fascism. Those gmtng Ulf in the 1960's

could consider the 'sociology of counter-culture, which became popular

Culture for a sizeable, part of the SoctetY; and they could be enthus-

'iastiC in a positive sense, much as ourAeneration,had been passionate

in a negative sefise
,
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LO,king backwards, then, ;we
1

cut tyke hid been saddslig Wi

we can hope for an examination of

its own, terms, as entertainment?'

first.

f

11;iiietiin of popular

"critique, looking--forward, .

ufii..,,Chlture that taket it on

Let "me elaborate the backWards look

Js
/

'ft

Until the 193011,tuire was no syst tic effort to understarki
. .

, . ,i

or even describe popular culture .sociolog cally., The mkt*, earlier
41

work using popular culture was Veblesn's he Theor of the Leisure Class,-

;

1,

i n whi eh a number Of popularP cul tune' acti vi ties such as gardening,

fashio)is, the use of household pots', aid forms of poputar entertainment,
. e

were de,scribed; but their description was part of a critique of upwardly

ilea families for whim social- position was problematic. pie book- is.. .. , .

ertainly note study of popular culture, though it.is a landmark in .. l

, tailing seriously non-serious phenomena.
t.

The now claisic commu, stye studieS, ,such as Middletown, loOked at
/ ilopuier entertainment, Iter icu arly .hoWqt differed among various social/

1classes, but Again the pi; pose wa hardly that of elaborating the

socic9ogy
.,

'of
)
popular culture; A-ther, it was an effort to deicribethe

vario% forms of leis re life in which different classesiof iiiddletowners'

engaged--and ;row their choides reaffirmed their tlass position.

It was in the 1930's. that nopular cUltUre phenomena began to be,

xamined critically. Indeed, the ,word critieal Was

such an gemination. 'The Frankfurt Institut' fdriozi

part and parcel of
,

alforschung was

predom

1 perhaps'

VO '

ant in' i ts. critique of popular culture. It did. take. it seriously,
.ivan too seriously. But aftei. all it was -in Nisi Iersany that

-2-'
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e transformation gf popOlar Culture in the service of the state'was
4i

.1 . ,
--c

most widespread and most thorough. In the intrusion into every-day life,
t..-

' Nazism sothvd no effort to transform all kinds of mundane parts of life ,

into politically freighted 4ctivity.

batants used' both popular culture and

ganda purposes. When the Nazis vaded Poland 'in 1939, the excellent
, .

;
Polish cavalry fell.at once befor German tanks; but the Warsaw adio

4

And during World War' II, all cap?

high culture terials for OrOPa.:

.1

. played Choipin twenty-foUrhours,a day until finally the station was
,

seized. The Nazi's reaction, once they seized it, was apparently the

'death penalty for any performance of Chopin music.

Similarly, the United States used its popular music to win

support throughout the underground listening World of occupied Europe

and elsewhere. As Theodor'Adorno wrote in 1942: \

Under conditions of isolation from the outer world now existing
in Nazi-dominated Euroliev every sound is capable of assuming
political significance quite out of proportion to its.jtotor1/

- content and political bearing.,. For people overfedswi h politics,
the indirect stimulus of popular music might have mo,- propaganda
value than a direct political message. THis seems pa ticu 'ly
likely in view of the fact that the Nazi's, while harm f.re
music, have not themselves succeeded in providing substitItes.

Adorno recommended musical warfare. '`

Such connections between popular cultufl"dnd society were probably

quite obvious 'to everyone alive in thiise days,'an obviousness *hich did

not really help in the study, of popular culture, for it'made it so clearly

a manifest item whose'latent functions had to beekamined, rather than

social constructions whose characteristics andiuses and gratifications
.

1 *
Cited -in John Gray Peatman, "Radio and Popular Music," in Paul' F..

Lazarsfeld and Frank Stanton,-editors, Radio.Risearch, 1942-4i.
!New York:.Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1944; p.,390.'

O
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could', be analyked.

-1

'-lhe study, of popular culture was the study of a phenomen n to
t

vtiich.socfal,scientists did'` not really .grant the'right to*exisi"as such,

100

. as entertainment, btit whOseyesearch. justffication had to come from.,,the--

,

.
.

, °.

:

'had
4' , varieties of meaning,4hat coulcfbe imputed: Such mean sgi'had largely ,

elittsioiertoneir'for most students of poptilar-Care were not "natives,"'
,, ..

-
.
but, intellectuals. Mosr6f us lid

.
.

vlotenjoy.the-Oopular music we tiamined,. .

or the soap Operas or the fateitladd end fashions; fi was%nOt research*

0

1

. e

con mare. but, mare likely.wfth.contempi.,

.. .
The meanings imputed reflecteekathernaiveiy..,the theoretical

o

.croparatus'current at ihe PeAlapsthe most insid.;d
,o

foils teem applied throughout the perioci was kitsch, that is, pOpular
. .

.

culture trash, not ekactly a terminus techn Cus.bui a value laden iits-,.

missal of other people's tastes. More

, other vogue-term, irrational.

A brilliant study of astral

penetrating or wounding was' the

which Adorno carried out shortlk

kind of mode in which popular

lump* in the Los Angeles Times;

. 1

the War, illustrates well, the .

nalysis was turned into societal

4.

criticism. The.jos'sibility that ast 'logy columns might entertain, that'
it
along with following the sport; col s, or the adventures of Dagwood

and.Blondie, the folks that read the paper enjoy the malarky of astro

merttione t Adorno labeled t a secondary superstition, and,

'could see itsOnly asirrational,, he used an old-fashioned model.of',

icisaitfic progress, to'justify th
-

-

logy,,

.4

:
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v qulte\the contrary; it is one of the finest exaghples of Adorno's unsur-

t passed content anlysis style. \
,..

(,
Tip

- .

. 'The effort in popular. culture studies in this period were closely

a s.

In former periods, superstition was an attempt, however,
awkward,. to cope with problems for which sytY better or, more

rational means were available....Today, however,,the incom--'
patibiljty ot144,e progress of the:natural sciences such as
astro7physicsOilth a belief in astrology isblatant. Those
who ine-troth are forced to an intellectual retrogression
which formerlywas hardly require.

. The themat*,analysis is indeed-brilliant, land as light be expected,

authoritarianism plays a large role. But the connection to fascfsnrwasu.

also there. Indeedhe saw astrology as a system much tike.fascism.

Oust as thote who can read the 'phony signs of the stars believe
thatthey are in the know, the followers of totalitarian parties
believe that their special Oinaeas are universally valid and
.feel justified in imposing them as a .gener'al's rule. 'The para.
doxicaWdea bf a one-party state.'..is the .consummation of a
trend feebly presaged by the opinionated, inaccessible attitude
of the astrological adept who defends his creed by hook or
crook without ever entering intoa real argument, who has
auxilfary.hypotheses in order to defend himself even where his
statements are blatantly erroneous and who ultimately cannot
bet-fpoken-to,'probably not be reached at all and live on a;
kind of narcissistic tstand.

4.11

,Whereas astrology could .be seen as a game with itsown rules and

*.its distinct separation from reality, Adorn° only saw it in poliitical-

=45 5

cultural' terms. Thii analysis is not singled out because it ismeakv:

modeled after Freud. After all, one of the simele greatest social scien-

tifk.contributions iS,Freud's discovery of the unconscious, his detection

of patterns and themes in everyday behallior, Ulf determination of mental

life, theeconnection between the manifest dream content and the latent

$
meaning. But in looking at the manifest one' can-miss the playful, the

teasing, the multi-layered qualities of cultural life. The ialloicy of,

-5-
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attributing to societies theiqualities of individuals was never
6, i / S'

Practiced More flagrantly/thin inapopular culture analysis. Motifs ..

represented nations, almost as in Wagnerian operas or in Peter and

the Wolf, in which there are themesor.jevery character. The

irrational is prob

struCture, whether

Popular cul

of the4ration

ly.the 'quintessential theme, because the infra-
'a

ascism or capitalism, was seeh.as irrational.

slre analysis:was not Only%the analysis of kit h and

It was also the analysis-omanipulated commodities.
..

Pdbular culture critique was .not only the critique of symbolic-material.

which represented a deeply flawed society. It was also a critique,of
. .

the material which was manipulated,clither consciously by direct collu=

,sion betweeln the producers of popular culture and leaders of the politi-.1

cal system, 'or through processes of legitimation and incentfve that

indirectly and institutionally encouraged some kinds of materials.

Regardlest,\RoPular culture was seen as,manipulated'culture,-in the

service of-the status quo. Inherent in the fact that mass produced\I

I 'commodilies are geired to a market was seen in the manipulative

character of popular culture; created for so-called mass tastes, so-

.4

called mass audiences are manfpulated

offered.

accept the fares that are

,

ManVpulation of coursecontinues to'be a theme in theanalysifof

popular culture. In Stanley Aronowitz's recent book, False Promises,

there is an analysis of mass culture that it reminiscent of these

earlier works: e,

Mass culture Containl_a contradiction between the ideological need
for stability, equilibrium and integratibn on the one hand,and a
latent need for creativity and innovation, on the other; The

a
-6-
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former calls for the degradatiOn of the artist and the intellectual
into a mere. functionary; the latter demands that he-or she retain a :

'degree of. independence incia capatity for critical thinking. Thus
even thqugh the work of arktistS or filmmakers mayremaiti strongly
"tied to the norms of the dominant consensus-and of the system of
class domination, it.also may to some extent contain a critiqqe of 4"
'reality. .

.

To summarize this bickward gla e. Popular culture analysis,' for
.... L., t. ,

I members of my generation and our elders was Kuturkritik. Popular, culture'
.

;\
,

. tended totended regarded as manifest material through which toissee the uncon-, ,,

,

sotbusof sociean unconscious Which in.tboth capitalism and fascism

refleCted iastlibidinal forces, largely evil or at bdct,aMbivalent, It

was, secondly, seen a having little or no bstance writs Own.but was

labeled Kitsch, was seen as manipulated they consciously or UncObsciously,

,

by the rulin9 forces to society, and it wasdenounced because -of its mass

produced charatter. o

. t,

Most studentssofpopufar cOlture wire not'fikely to, be amused by

.... their objects of study, but appalled:' Worried.by the disasteous state of
. ..

'the world and

i

concerned by the popularity of poi; culture, they linked the

two. Thii Vi held through -ile 1950's,er_ . ..

00

So,

II

During the 1960's, popular culture became linked tth politics

in ^a very different way. The youth movement a distil t force"and

a

1

cx

its enthusiasm for various-kinds of music,and musicians, Bob Man, th

Beatles, the Rolling Stones, the Grateful Dead was not seen'ayserving
1

a unarcotysingdysfunction." Quite the opposite. NareotiCs were)used

asentertainment, rather ttian,enterfainment as narcotic.
, .

For many decades popular culture has been used by adolescents

1

as the elblem of their generation. But until the 1960's its:use.was,

manifestly apolitical and even anti-political. it was: left to

4
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spciologisti to interpret"the political reaning.of such apolitical

populai- culture (though-as r mentioned at the outset, the connections to

social-structure and society at large were easily made). But the war in

Vietnam afid its strong opposition among youth provided the most salient

impetus for this change. B4ause the musit was associated-with poltti-
:

cal causes that were largely considered wortinghile by social scientists,

it was no longer regarded as Kitsch,'or cononercial, or Manipulated.

Paul Hirsch points out that

a rising proportion of best-selling songs 'contain lyrics that
comment on controversial subjects previously avoided by song-
writers...[But] call establishment norms into questiOn....and
santtion alternative courses of action.

He notes that progressive rock music began to-develop a large'enough
1.

following to enable radio stations to specialize-in this one kind of

music.

Ih general .it can .be said that the preoccupation with the cultural

meaning of popular culture has (fortunately) abated. Perhaps with the

pervasiveness o television 'it has become impossible to say' anything

intelli nt about-the-statee_popUlar arts that can be globally

tru Like the. air we- breathe, .teliisiOn has become part of our lives,-,-----..<1
. ..

and although -we attack_po1l upon on. the airas we attack pollution in\ ,
the ir we are less prone to oaks simple connections to-the social

'.1.

o .

strUctures.and systemi that appear. to be resprsible.' 4

-If Wha has continued to /preoccupy policy makers. and therefore

social scie tists has been the study -of effects. Earlier popular

critics were re concerned with cultural impacts; the,jnore.recent

researchers h ve been concerned with social ithpActs. 'Once again popular

-8-
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culttire harbeen largely tgnored as a phenomenon as -such, but regarded

as containing virulent bacteria, that light infect the young, or the
weak, or the otherwise 1ielpless, or maybe everyone. A multiinillion

dollar series of research inquiries sprang up, fn which the fines,

talent ln our academic community_ devoted some of the best years of

I

. . ii# ,
their acadernic lives to worktng on task force studies. The work has i ,

.
4

.4 . r/
"! had nothing to do with popular culture. The study of prevaleli pogulariA

,,,

o
culture forms were relegated to -the dfv-isions of social science whose

'authority was vested lAxpertise in problem areas.. And so, pornographyt-
. .... 6

a "widespread form of popular culture. entertainment was studied by

criminologists (ind found largely harmleis); -violent drama on television
.,.

1,
was studied 'b,): mass communication experts.

It is therefOre not really surprising that after several missive

task force reports on areas that are-the 4intessence POPular 'cultUte,
. -

we' know. no more. about, populaF culture than we did'before. Social scien-.

' tists *ere forced, perhaps by their own. discipline, perhaps, by the

scientific g,c(elt with which they sere stuck, perhaps by the parity

makers' terms of reference for the contracts they rekeived, to ignore

the phenomenon itself.

The magnificent bibliOgraphies of television.And human. behaviOr,.

gathered in 1975 by George Comstock lists 2,300#Citations; but there is
not',even a keys wood that would provide a clue that an entertainient

medium was the subject of the inquiry.
..

The area of research coining closest to contributing to thes

socia ogy of popular culture is work in uses and gratifiCations. Yet

that h s been largely psyChological, deal1ng withneeds and their

s,'

t
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satisfaction.. 'As James Carey and Albert Kreiling note:

' For uses and gratifications research to deal with popular
culture, matters of style and tasteshould be elevated
to focal.concerns.

Citing Philip Ennis 1961 article, they,noted that research might "mere.
4

wisely wed itself to the expressive rather than the cognitive or instru-
,,

mental symbol:' 4

t -

Elihu Katz,_in a recent' elegant. and wise report to the BBC, "Sodial

Research on Broadcasting" notes the long- standing, rift between the study .°

of mass communications and the study of popular culture, and presents a

stir point agendas of proposals for research; one of these.ii on entertainr

went' He recognizes,perhabs better than anyone that "entertainment is

what television is ill- about."

The problem is how to stud entertainment. Perhaps the mos...

promising lead comes frogOihalyi Czikszentmihaly from the UniversV Of_

Chicago.. In Beyond Boredom and Anxiety Ike -reports a Serie/1)f studies

with people who were having pdak.experiences, who were inirtnstcaily.

'motivated, and who were involved in play as well as veal lift activities;

he .found that. regardless of what they were doing, there were so-called
1 .

flow experiences, somewhere between boredom (understimulation) and -.

.anxiety (overtaxing limited abilities).

The work 'did not utilize any of the /mare accepted.popular Olt me'
. -

. activities, other than rock music dancing--that is, those in.which'no

d

skill is requtred. The theory is based on a relationship between skill
. . .

and difficulty. However it can be adapted to activities which are
.... ,

.

. intrinsically rewarding but filYntioin Skill buton well-established
.. ..

cultural pintas, such as chronic Kojak:watching. Indeed Czikszentmihaly. i:



devotes a ch4pter'io flow patterns.in everyday life,.in which .he suggests

thit;microflow experiences could exist.

All this is one side of entertainment and play; the other side needs

exploration as well.

4

Irstudiekltppeared in

,

V-

) in his Popular CUlture andHigh Cillture: He cotes in the Preface that

, .,

= popular culture is not studied much'either becaUse'of the anticommercial

%' 1.

Reinhard KUhn's The

1-mean the-sociology of boredOM. Two maiorliterary

recent years, Siegfriedlenzel's The Sin of Sloth and

Demon of Noontide. Thesymip provide,seme of the

*,:,'4 .1
Ca es of non-entertainment and varietiesof ennui; but they need-yet

to be applied,by social scientists. Consideringthe rather broad hints

for such'a long time that popular culture, and especially television, is

'boring, there ought tobe some exploration of this possibility.

0

The field of popular culture as such has really been taken over
Y

by other disciplines, particularly history and literary studies. Historians

have found it a rich vein to mine for an understanding of American society

(add perhaps a. way-to keep- students from leaving 'history altogether). The.

senior scholar of American studies, Henry Nash Smith has edited a book on

theSubjict, Popular Culture and Industriafiim,11865-1890. literary

studies, a recent eicample is 'Ann Douglas's The Feminization' of American

I

Culture whose soUrces'include,mughpopular culture material. Last, but

not least is the Journal'of Popular Culture, published at Bowling Green

.Univers4iy, which is a central,soUrce and, focus for such work.°

In conclusion I'would like .take up Herb Gans'S plea for

serioui'sociological studies in popular,culture; which he voiced recently-
.

4 -
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bias-of academic 'scholars- -who appear to consider it.woith studying only

when ft's created by unpaid folk or by serious artists- -or because there

seemht0 be so many serious problems to study that pop'4culture studies

appear too trivial.

My own view is that thesubject falls within the sociology of

play. Victor Turner, in the current issue of Daedaluss'invites collabora-

tive study of the sort I have in mtnd- -of "popular genres...whIch make

ltateme#ts i foris at least as bizarre as those of tribal liminality,

about-the ility of life under the guise of "entertainment"--a tern which

.10

literally means 'holding between,' that is, liminalizing."\

z

ti
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